Building Site
The building was set back from the highway
for noise reduction, several landscaping
options, site drainage and space for the
geothermal layout.

Golden Hills RC&D
“Green Building”

Landscaping

Roof
The seamless steel roof installed is made
from a minimum of 25% recycled steel, with
a life span of over 60 years. The hip roof
design allowed for the use of cutoffs that can
be incorporated into the next course of
sheeting.

Landscape plan features cold hardy plants
resistant to insects and disease. Deciduous
trees were planted on the south side for shade
and coniferous trees on north side for
windbreak. Plants and trees are mulched with
cedar chips reducing the mowing of the grass.

Moving Day—December 2000

Parking
The parking is a pervious material reducing
water runoff. Underneath the gravel is a
plastic fabric to keep the gravel separate
from the soil and then covered with large
gravel to form a good base.

The ‘green’ building was constructed during
the summer and fall of 2000 using sustainable
design principles throughout the building
from the roof to the ﬂoor. Some of the
sustainable designs prac ces include the use
of renewable energy sources, durable
products made from recyclable products and
recycled materials, and a minimiza on of
toxic substances and waste.

Exterior Walls
Insulated concrete forms
the
exterior
walls
provided an R-value of
24.95 reducing the use
of fossil fuel. The forms
are made of foam
containing
recycled
resins.
Concrete contains a minimum of 15% flyash,
which reduces the energy needed to produce
the cement. The physical depreciation is
estimated at 200 years (vs. 65 years for a
wood frame.)

Geothermal Heating and Cooling

A geo-thermal high-efficiency heating and
cooling system was installed. This closed loop
system is a series of bore holes 170 feet in depth
and spaced 10-15 feet apart on the north side of
the building. The fluid used in the system
circulates through underground loops of plastic
pipe, absorbing heat from the earth in winter and
dissipating heat from the building in the
summer. Using renewable energy, it reduces the
amount of toxic emissions as there is no
combustion and no need to vent exhaust fumes.
On colder days, the system may switch over to
an electric back up. Geothermal heating and
cooling reduces the use of natural gas by 37%.

Clerestory windows provide ventilation and
fill the building with excellent natural lighting
which has been shown to reduce human
fatigue and allows plants to grow inside the
building. Indoor plants have been shown to
reduce air toxicity in indoor spaces. Indoor
windows, instead of walls, helps to increase
lighting
efficiency.
Only
low-energy
consumption halogen and fluorescent lights
have been installed.

Hardiplank Siding

Hardiplank Exterior Siding is made from
cement, sand and recycled fiber that has been
autoclaved (cured with pressurized steam) to
increase its strength and dimensional
stability. Fiber is added to reinforce the
concrete making it resistant to rot, fungus
and termites. The fiber cement planks are
cut with a carbide-tipped saw blade. An
alkaline
resistant
primer was used and
topped with 100%
Acrylic latex. The
cost of the siding is
comparable
to
hardboard or vinyl
siding.

Flooring

Because of its long term sustainability, a
concrete floor has been laid instead of
carpeting. One of the considerations for
future flooring is wood.

Windows

Blown Insulation

Cellulose insulation in ceiling contains 75%
recycled newsprint and has an R-value of 30.

Walls and Wall Coverings

The walls consist of sheetrock made from
gypsum, a by-product of the coal industry.
Covering the sheetrock are paints, stains and
sealers which contain zero to minimum
HCFCs, VOCs, formaldehyde or other
substances that deplete the ozone. Paints and
finishes used inside contains minimal volatile
organic compounds.
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